spaces T \G and A\H of connected Lie groups G and H. If $ : T\G -> A\H is a measure-preserving Borel map which conjugates TI to T2 (i.e., i f Tl $ = m), then $ is an affine map (a. e. ).
It is natural to try to extend Theorem 2.1 ' to the class of zero-entropy translations. (An affine map ToVg has zero entropy iff \XI = 1 for all eigenvalues X of Da o Adg (see Lemma 6 .1), so any unipotent affine map has zero entropy.) But isomorphisms of general zero-entropy translations need not be affine maps. For example, as a part of his definitive study of translations on homogeneous spaces of solvable groups in the 1960's (see [I] ), L. Auslander showed that a zero-entropy ergodic translation on a finitevolume homogeneous space of any solvable group is isomorphic to a translation on a homogeneous space of some nilpotent group. If the solvable group is not nilpotent, this isomorphism cannot be realized by an affine map, because the groups involved are not isomorphic. Analogously, we show (roughly) that any zero-entropy ergodic translation is finitely covered by a translation on a homogeneous space of a group whose radical is nilpotent. (The radical of a group is its largest connected solvable normal subgroup.) Essentially this means we can restrict attention to groups whose radical is nilpotent, but there is an unresolved bit of ambiguity resulting from the passage to a finite cover.
Overview. Section 2 presents the statement and proof of the main theorem (2.1) on joinings of unipotent affine maps. The following sections (Sections 3, 4, 5) supply some details which were omitted from Section 2. Finally, Section 6 shows how to derive the results on zero-entropy translations from the main theorem. thesis (University of Chicago, 1985) . This research was greatly aided by discussions with L. Auslander, S. G. Dani, C. C. Moore, M. Ratner, and my thesis advisor, Robert J. Zimmer. I am indebted to G. Bergman for Theorem 3.13, which is a great simplification of my original treatment, to N. Wallach for Lemma 3.14, which I had been unable to prove, and to S. G . Dani for pointing out several deficiencies in my original manuscript, including a serious error in the statement and proof of Theorem 3.16. The work was supported by a Sloan Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship and an NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship.
The main theorem.
See Section 1 and Section 3A for definitions used here. THEOREM 2.1. Suppose T I and T2 are ergodic volume-preserving invertible unipotent affine maps on faithful finite-volume homogeneous spaces F \G and A\H of connected Lie groups G and H, and let $ be any ergodic joining of ( T i , T\G) with (T2, A\H) having finite fibers over T\G.
Then $ is an affine joining. I.e., there is a finite cover G' of G, a lattice T ' in G ' , and a measure-preserving affine map 4> : I' ' \G' + A\H such that, under the natural map T' \G' X A\H -Ã T\G X A\H, the joining on T ' \G' X A\H associated to 4> projects to $.
No new ergodic-theoretic ideas are needed in this paper. All the necessary techniques were developed by Ratner [18, 19, 20, 21] and were used in the author's previous work [24] . Where possible, instead of reproducing these arguments we refer the reader to Ratner's original work or the author's reformulation of it. Proofs (including most of the algebra) which might not be routine even for the expert familiar with [18, 19, 20] and [24] are presented in later sections. Assumption 2.2. We give the proof of the main theorem (2.1) only for translations, because this provides for some simplification of the notation. Remarks 4.16 and 5.1 indicate why affine maps are not much more difficult to treat. Furthermore, we deal only with the case of a map $: T \G -> A\H instead of the more general joinings with finite fibers. This entails enormous notational (and conceptual) simplification. For an illustration of Ratner's idea which extends these arguments to the general case, see Suppose g e G, h e H, and $: T\G -+ A\H is measure preserving. We say $ is affine for g (via h ) if, for a.e. s e r \G, we have sg$ = s+h. Note that h is uniquely determined by g if A\H is faithful. In note of this we often write h = g. When Xis some subset of G, we often say g5 is affine forX to indicate that $ is affine for every element of X. If A\H is faithful, it is not hard to see that $ is an affine map (a.e.) if and only if $ is affine for G.
It is sometimes convenient to assume G is simply connected. Because this may conflict with the assumption that T\G is faithful, it is useful to introduce a weaker notion.
Definition 2.4. T\G is locally faithful if F contains no connected nontrivial normal subgroup of G.
Remark. Previous authors [I, 41 used the term presentation to refer to a locally faithful homogeneous space, but this doesn't seem to be a very descriptive word.
The main theorem can be restated in this language.
THEOREM 2.5. Let u and ii be ergodic unipotent translations on locally faithful finite-volume homogeneous spaces T\G and A\H of connected Lie groups G and H , and assume $: T\G -+ A\H is a measurepreserving Bore1 map. I f $ is affine for u via ii, then $ is affine for G.
The proof of the theorem begins with a technical result establishing that T\G and A\H are very nice homogeneous spaces.
PROPOSITION 2.6 (see Propositions 4.23 and 4.19). Because T\G supports an ergodic unipotent translation, we have:
Assumptions. For simplicity, we assume T\G and A\H are compact. The general case requires no new ideas not present in Ratner's original work [ l a ] . Furthermore, we avoid technical complications by pretending G and H are real algebraic groups. Since we know they are in fact locally algebraic it is not hard to modify these arguments for the general case.
The following lemma presents one consequence of the "polynomial divergence of orbits." LEMMA 2.7. Let I be an interval on the real line. For any e, 0 > 0 , there is 6 > 0 satisfying: i f s , t e T\G are such that { r e I 1 d(sur, tur) < 61 has relative measure at least 0 on I , then d(sur, tur) < e for all r el.
Sketch of proof (cf. [ l a , Lemma 2-11 or
Step 2 of the proof of [24, Lemma 3. I] ). Since G is algebraic, any one-parameter algebraically unipotent subgroup of G is an algebraic subgroup. So, for any x , y e G, the distance between the two points xur and yur is a polynomial function of r , whose degree is bounded by some constant D independent of x and y . Because the u-flow on G covers that on r \ G , this implies the distance between the two points sur and tur on r \ G is "locally" a polynomial. 1-e., 
Sketch of proof (cf.
[18, Lemma 3.21 or Step 2 of the proof of [24, Lemma 3.11). Let g be some small element of CG(u). For any s e T\G, the orbits of s and sg are parallel and close together. If $ were uniformly continuous, it would follow immediately that the orbits of s$ and sg$ were close together forever-that they were parallel. This would mean sg$ = , s$gs for some small gs e CH(ii), as desired.
The problem, of course, is that $ is not known a priori to be continuous. On the other hand, Lusin's Theorem asserts is uniformly continuous on a large subset of T\G. Therefore s$ spends, say, 99% of its life very close to sg$. Polynomial divergence of orbits (see 2.7) implies then that the two points are always close. COROLLARY 2.9. Suppose U is a closed unipotent subgroup of G containing u. I f v is affine for U, then $ is affine for NG(U)O.
Sketch of proof (see Section 5A). We wish to show $ is affine for any g e NG(U)O. To avoid having to consider commutators [ g , ur], assume for simplicity that g e CG(u)O. For a.e. s e T\G, the proposition implies there is some gs CH(ii) with sg$ = s$gs. We wish to show gs is essentially independent of s . Since u commutes with g and ii commutes with gs for all s e G, one can easily check that s$gs = s$gsu for all s e G. Since gs is actually unique, we conclude that gs = gs". Since u is ergodic, this implies gs is constant (independent of s ) as desired. COROLLARY 2.10. $ is affine for the identity component Po of a parabolic subgroup of G.
Proof. Let U be a maximal connected unipotent subgroup of G (and assume u e 17). Since U is nilpotent, if one starts with any subgroup of U, forms its normalizer in U, then forms the normalizer of this normalizer, and so on, one eventually reaches U itself. Hence repeated application of the previous corollary shows $ is affine for U. Then the preceding corollary asserts $ is affine for the identity component of P = NG(U). This is a parabolic subgroup of G. PROPOSITION 2.11 (see Section 5B). We may assume V\G has no solvmanifold quotient. Furthermore, ifX is any connected subgroup of G which does not project to an Ad-precompact subgroup of G/rad G, then X is ergodic on T\G.
Notation 2.12. Let S be some subgroup of G which is (locally) isomorphic to SLz(R), and let Ul, A and Vl be the subgroups of S corresponding to the group of upper-triangular unipotent matrices, the group of diag-onal matrices, and the group of unipotent lower triangular matrices in SL2(R). Assume Po contains Ul and A. PROPOSITION To get control on Vl, we use the commutation relations satisfied by A with regard to U, and Vl. To carry out the argument, we need exactly the same relations to hold in H as hold in G . Thus we would like to show the homomorphism Po -+ H: g I+ g extends to an isomorphism of G with H, but we will settle for something slightly weaker. The key step in identifying G with H is showing that ^/ is (more-or-less) a one-to-one map.
Remark 2.14. By modding out its kernel, we may assume the homomorphism -: Po -+ H is one-to-one (see Lemma 5.11 [24, . This is a consequence of Ratner's "H-property" (see [20, Definition 1 1 or [24, Theorem 6.1]), which is a manifestation of the fact that unipotent translations are "shearing" transformations. Consider two points s , t r \ G that are close together and suppose their orbits under Ul are not parallel (i.e., there is no small c e CG(Ul) with s = tc). Then the two points wander apart. The shearing property means that s and t move apart much faster in the direction of the CG(Ul)-orbits than in other directions. Therefore there is some c in the unit sphere of Co(Ul) such that s passes near tc as the points wander apart. Thus, letting ur (r e R) be a parametrization of U,, for some r we have sur = tcur. Now supposes and t belong to the same fiber of ^/ (and ^/ is uniformly continuous). Then sur^/ tcur^/ = t^/Er = sur^/E. This implies E has a fixed point, which contradicts the fact that we may assume no nonidentity element of c&) has a fixed point. We conclude that no two points in the This completes the proof of the main theorem.
Lie Theory.
3A. Definitions. Save explicit mention to the contrary, all Lie groups and Lie algebras are real, separable, and finite-dimensional. Notation 3.1. For a closed subgroup X of a Lie group G, we use CG(X), NG(X), and XO, respectively, to denote the centralizer, normalizer, and identity component (in the Hausdorff topology) of X. We use Z(G) to denote the center of G, i.e., Z(G) = Ca(G). We use a corresponding script letter @., (B, 6 , . . . to denote the Lie algebra of a Lie group A, Â£ C, . . . . As is customary, we identify the Lie algebra of a subgroup of G with the corresponding subalgebra of g. has no nonzero abelian (or solvable) homomorphic images. Definition 3.8. A Borel subalgebra of a complex Lie algebra 3C is a maximal solvable subalgebra, and any subalgebra containing a Borel subalgebra is said to be parabolic. A subalgebra (P of a real Lie algebra Q is parabolic if its complexification (P Q C is parabolic in Q Q C. For a connected Lie group G , the normalizer NG((P) of any parabolic subalgebra of 9 is said to be aparabolic subgroup of G . Definition 3.9. Suppose g is an element of a Lie group G . Then { x e G \ g n x g n -> e asn -> +=)
is a subgroup of G , called the horospherical subgroup associated to g. Remark 3.10. Any horospherical subgroup is unipotent. As a partial converse, any connected unipotent subgroup of a semisimple Lie group is contained in a horospherical subgroup. Definition 3.11. A real algebraic group is a Lie group which is a subgroup of finite index in the real points of an (affine) algebraic group de-' fined over R. A Lie group is locally algebraic if it is locally isomorphic to some real algebraic group. LEMMA 3.12. Any Lie group G whose radical is nilpotent is locally isomorphic to an essentially unique connected real algebraic group whose radical and center are algebraically unipotent.
Proof. The proof of [I1 , Theorem XVIII.l. 1, p. 2501 shows G is locally isomorphic to a connected real algebraic group whose radical and center are algebraically unipotent. It follows from (the proof of) [ l l , Theorem XVIII.2.2, p. 2521 that a local isomorphism between any two such groups comes from an isomorphism of real algebraic groups.
3B. Isomorphisms of parabolic subalgebras.
An isomorphism of parabolic subalgebras may or may not extend to an isomorphism of the ambient Lie algebras. (Theorem 3.13(iii) shows that an extension, if it exists, is unique.) The author has previously shown there is always an extension if the ambient Lie algebras are semisimple (cf. 3.15). We now give a criterion (Corollary 3.17) for the existence of an extension, under the weaker assumption that the ambient Lie algebras have trivial center and that their radicals are nilpotent. 
Proof. (i)
We may assume Q is a complex Lie algebra and (9 is a Borel subalgebra. Letting Â be a Levi subalgebra of Q, note that (P 0 Â is a Borel subalgebra of Â£ Since HO((P, V) = HO((P fl Â£ HO(rad Q, V)) and HO(Q, V) = HO(Â£ HO(rad 8 , V)), we may assume Q = Â is semisimple. In this case, Weyl's Theorem asserts V is completely reducible, so we may assume V is irreducible. Let 3 be a Cartan subalgebra of Q contained in (P. Then the Borel subalgebra (P determines an ordering of the weights of S (w.r.t. 3). Letting X be the maximal weight of V, we have HO(nil (P, V) = Vx. If HO((P, V) # 0, we conclude that X = 0, and hence Vis the trivial Q-module.
(ii) The vector space Hom(V, W ) of linear transformations V + W is a Q-module in the usual way. Since a is (P-equivariant, we have a e HO((P, Hom(V, W ) ) . Hence (i) implies a ?HÂ¡(Q Hom(V, W ) ) as desired.
(iii) Let V be a faithful finite-dimensional representation of 3C. Our two homomorphisms of 9 into 3C give us two ways to view Vas a 9-module.
By assumption, the identity map on V is an isomorphism of these as (Pmodules. Hence (ii) implies the identity map is Q-equivariant. Since V is a faithful 3C-module, it follows that a = T .
0
LEMMA 3.14 (Wallach). I f (B is a parabolic subalgebra of a real or complex semisimple Lie algebra Â£1 and i f V is a finite-dimensional Â£1 module with no trivial submodules, then H1((B, V) = 0.
Proof. Weyl's Theorem asserts that any Â£1-modul is completely reducible, so we may assume V is irreducible. Now apply the HochschildSerre spectral sequence [lo, Exercise VIII.9. Proof. Let Â be a Levi subalgebra of S, and set 63 = Â 0 (P, a parabolic subalgebra of Â£
Step 1. If rad 3C is abelian, then there is a Levi subalgebra 911 of 3C
Proof. Let 9H be a Levi subalgebra of 3C, and let (S,' = 9TZ 0 Q. There is no loss in assuming Cradx(911) = 0. (Because rad 3C is abelian, CradX(911) = Z(3C) is an ideal, so it may be modded out. Because all 911-modules are completely reducible, then 911 has no centralizer in the quotient.) I.e., the 911-module rad 3C has no trivial submodules. Hence Lemma 3.14 asserts H1((B ' , W ) = 0 for every SITt-submodule W of rad 3C, so the usual argument that Levi subalgebras are conjugate shows any two subalgebras complementary to rad 3C in Q are conjugate (cf. proof of 123, Theorem 3.14.2, p. 2271). In particular, (So is conjugate to (B ' . Replacing 9TZ by a conjugate if necessary, then we may assume (Bu = (B ' is contained in 911. Thus the desired conclusion holds.
Step 2. In any case, there is a Levi subalgebra 911 of 3C with (Bu C 9TZ + c r a d m -
Proof. By
Step 1 (applied to Q/[rad Q, rad Q] and 3C/[rad 3C, rad XI), there is a Levi subalgebra 911 of 3C with (Bu C 911 + Cradx(911) + [rad 3C, rad 3C] = 3Co. We may assume Cradx(911) < rad 3C (or else the desired conclusion is obvious). Since rad 3C is nilpotent, this implies CradX(911) + [rad 3C, rad 3C] < rad 3C (cf. 19, Corollary 10.33, p. 1551). Hence 3Co is a proper subalgebra of 3C. By induction on the dimension of 32, we conclude there is a Levi subalgebra 911 ' of 3Co with (Bu C 911 ' + CradXO(911 ' ). Note that 911' is a Levi subalgebra of 3C, and rad 3Co = rad X. D 3Co is contained in rad 3C.
Step 3. There is a Levi subalgebra 9TZ of 3C with (Bu C 9H + Z(3C).
Proof. Let 911 be as given by Step 2 and set (B ' = 911 fl Q. Then (Bu is the graph of a homomorphism T: 63' -+ Crad3c(9^). We need only show (B'r C Z(3C). Because we already know (BT Z(rad 32). Any element t of 3 is ad-semisimple, so ad(ta) must be ad-semisimple on rad 32. Write to = t ' + t ' r (with t ' e (B '). Then ad(ta) = ad t ' + ad(t 'r) is the Jordan decomposition of ad(to), because t ' is adsemisimple, t 'r e rad 3C is ad-nilpotent, and [t ', t 'r] = 0. Since ad(ta) is semisimple on rad 3C, this implies ad(t'r) is 0 on rad 3C. I.e., t ' r e Z(rad 3C) as desired.
Step 4. Conclusion.
Proof. Let 911 be as given by Step 3, and let 63' = 911 ("I Q. Then is nilpotent, then any isomorphism a : (P -+ Q with (rad Q)a = rad 3C extends to a Lie algebra isomorphism v fl Q 3C.
Remark 3.18. The assumption that (rad Q)a = rad 3C cannot be omitted. For example, if (P is a proper parabolic subalgebra of any Lie . algebra 32, the isomorphism (P = (P obviously does not extend to an isomorphism of (P with 3C. Proof. F is finitely generated [17, Remark 6.18, pp. 99-1001, so AdGI' is a finitely generated subgroup of the linear group AdG, and hence AdGr has a torsion-free subgroup of finite index 117, Theorem 6.11, p. 931. Since I' is faithful, we have F Z AdGI'.
3C. Miscellaneous technical results
(a) Cu(U) G M O + M+; (b) Any U-submodule of M contained in M + M O is contained in Cu(S) G MO.
Finite-volume homogeneous spaces.
This section presents a number of technical results which generalize the structure theorems proved by Auslander [I] and others for finite-volume homogeneous spaces of solvable groups. They are more-or-less known, but not in the generality required in this paper. Our development closely follows the presentation of Brezin and Moore [4] . Theorem 4.12 is perhaps the only new result of independent interest. Roughly speaking, this theorem (which generalizes a fundamental theo-rem of Auslander, see 4.11) shows any finite-volume homogeneous space decomposes into a solvable and a semisimple part. Proof. The G-invariant probability measure p on T\G pushes to a Go-invariant measure v = pa* on T*\G*. Since Go is Zariski dense, and because G,? is algebraic, we must have G,? = G*. Hence v is a finite G*-invariant measure on T* \G*.
Added in proof.
The support of the G*-invariant probability measure v is obviously all of T*\G*; hence N,?
T*. Any compact real algebraic group (e.g., N$\G,?) has no algebraically unipotent elements. Since G,? = G*, this implies N,? contains every algebraically unipotent element of G*. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose T\G is a finite-volume homogeneous space of a connected Lie group G whose radical is nilpotent, and assume F projects densely into the maximal compact semisimple factor of G. Then any closed connected subgroup of G normalized (resp. centralized) by F is normal (resp. central) in G. I f F is discrete, this implies F -Z(G) is closed in G.

4B. The Bieberbach-Auslander Theorem revisited.
Definition 4.7. Suppose F\G is a finite-volume homogeneous space of a Lie group G, and let N be a closed normal subgroup of G. We say I' (or F \G) is compatible with N if FN is closed in G (and hence (F 0 N)\N is a finite-volume homogeneous space). Proof. A fundamental theorem of Mostow (cf. [17, Theorem 3.3, p. 461) asserts that any locally faithful finite-volume homogeneous space of a connected solvable Lie group is strongly rad-compatible, so we need only show: (1) F is compatible with rad G; (2) F0 S rad G ; and (3) (I' ft rad G)\rad G is locally faithful.
Step 1. F is compatible with rad G. Theorem 4.12 shows F is weakly rad-compatible, so we may let A be a closed solvable subgroup of G normalized by F and containing rad G, such that FA is closed. Since A is normalized by both F and rad G, it follows from Corollary 4.5 that A is normal in G. Hence A = rad G, so F is rad-compatible.
Step 2. Yo G rad G (cf. 14, Theorem 4.61). This contradicts the fact that Y\G is locally faithful.
Step 3. (I' ft rad G)\rad G is locally faithful. Let us pretend there is a nontrivial connected normal subgroup N of rad G contained in FO. The normal closure Nr of N in I' is a connected subgroup of F normalized by both F and rad G. We conclude from Collary 4.5 that Nr U G. This contradicts the fact that F\G is locally faithful.
4C. The structure of unipotent translations.
Standing assumptions (4.14) . Throughout Section 4C, g is an ergodic translation on a locally faithful finite-volume homogeneous space F\G of a Lie group G. We assume G = YGO = GO<g).
Remark 4.15. The assumption that FGO = G is equivalent to requiring that I' \G be connected. If Go < g ) were a proper subgroup of G, one could replace G with this subgroup, so there is no serious loss in assuming G O < g > = G. Remark 4.16. We allow G to be disconnected because this provides an easy way to treat affine maps. Namely, suppose T\G is a connected homogeneous space, and let A = Aff(F\G) be the group of volumepreserving invertible affine maps on T\G. Then A is transitive on F\G (because G C A) so the action of an affine map To,, on I? \G is equivalent to the action of Togo by translation on Stab* (F)\A .
Notation (4.17) (cf. [4, Section 21) . If the Zariski closure G* of AdG in Aut(fi) is connected, then it has a Malcev decomposition G* = (L* X T*) IX U*, where L* is a Levi subgroup of G*, T* is a torus (reductive in G*), and U* is the unipotent radical. Let T : G -*Â T* be the map obtained by composing Ad with the projection of G* onto T*. [We implicitly assume throughout Section 4C that G* is Zariski connected. As it requires no greater cost than passing to a subgroup of finite index in G, this assumption is essentially harmless.] LEMMA 4.18. Let B and T be subgroups of a compact semisimple Lie group K, and assume B T contains a dense subgroup of KO. I f T is abelian, then B contains a dense subgroup of KO.
Proof. We may assume B and T are closed (hence compact) and TB = K. Then TO/(TO 0 B ) is homeomorphic to (KO Fl B)\KO. Because the former is a torus and the latter has a finite fundamental group, we conclude that (KO 0 B)\KO is a point, i.e., KO C B. Proof. Replacing g by a conjugate if necessary, we may assume T< g ) is dense in G. Then T< g ) projects densely into the maximal compact semisimple factor K * of G*. Since < g ) * is abelian, we conclude from Let j be the natural homomorphism of T* into Aut(X/SD). Now Fj normalizes the discrete cocompact subgroup (T 0 nil G)/TO of (nil G)/TO, so it preserves the associated lattice in 91/53 provided by the Malcev theorem [17, p. 341. Hence I'*j is an algebraic group defined over the rational numbers, and with an appropriate choice of the torus S*, the projection v' : T*j + S*j is also defined over Q . Furthermore, T is contained in the group of integer points of r*j. So I'*jv' is contained in an arithmetic subgroup of S*j [3, Corollary 7.13(3)]. Hence it is discrete. Proof. Since any Levi subgroup of Go is in the kernel of T and TGO = G, we have Gv = (I' -rad G)v. As Tv is discrete, and I' fl rad G is cocompact in rad G (see (4.19) ), we conclude that Gv is closed.
Proof. Proposition 4.20 asserts Tj is discrete in T*. On the other hand, since [G, GI L ker j , it follows that Tj is dense in Gj, which is connected. We conclude that T* = e , so rad G is nilpotent (hence G is locally algebraic and I' is discrete).
Let j be the natural homomorphism G + Aut(X), where 91 is the Lie algebra of nil G. Because G is locally algebraic, Gj is Zariski closed in Aut(9l). As in the proof of Proposition 4.20, we see that Tj is contained in an arithmetic subgroup of Gj, and hence I'j is an arithmetic lattice in Gj. Hence Tj fl [Gj, Gj] is a lattice in [Gj, Gj], and therefore ([G, Proof (cf. [4, Corollary 2.5, p. 5781). Replacing the ergodic unipotent translation g by a conjugate if necessary, we may assume F ( g ) is dense in G. Since g E ker IT, this implies I'v is dense in Gv. But Gv = (GOv)((g)v) = GOv e is connected, whereas Tv is discrete (see 4.20), so we must have Gv = Tv = e. Since Gv is Zariski dense in T*, this implies T* = e. Now T* = e , so rad G* is nilpotent. Since (rad G)* G rad G*, we conclude that rad G is nilpotent. It follows from Corollary 4.6 that T o 0 G. Since T\G is locally faithful, this means T o = e, i.e., I? is discrete.
Hence Corollary 4.6 implies T is compatible with Z(G).
4D. The Mautner phenomenon. we may assume H is semisimple with trivial center (and hence H is a real algebraic group, not just locally algebraic).
Since 0 is a connected nilpotent group, its Zariski closure can be written in the form V X T, where V is unipotent and T is an algebraic torus. Because each element of 0 has zero entropy, T is compact (see 6.1), so it is an algebraic subgroup of H 125, p. Proof. Assume the contrary.
Step 1. LEVI is a product LEVI = Nl . N2 of two of its nonergodic connected normal subgroups.
Proof. We may assume LEVI is ergodic on F\G (else the assertion of Step 1 is obvious), and hence the maximal solvmanifold quotient of F \G is trivial. Set G = G/rad G, so that F\G is the maximal semisimple quotient of F \G. If V is a nontrivial connected nonergodic unipotent subgroup of LEVI, then, since F\G has no solvmanifold quotient, we know V must be nonergodic on \G (see 4.28). Since is not Ad-precompact, we conclude that f ' is a reducible lattice in G (see 4.27) . Therefore can be decomposed into a product of two nonergodic normal subgroups (cf. [17, Theorem 5.221).
Step 2. We may assume that if V is any connected unipotent nonergodic subgroup of LEVI fl U, then $ is affine for a nonergodic normal subgroup of G containing V. Step 3. Completion of proof.
Proof. Since 4 is known to be affine for Po, the main theorem will be proven if we show 4 is affine for a cocompact normal subgroup of LEVI. Thus it suffices to show 4 is affine for a cocompact normal subgroup of each Ni in the decomposition of Step 1. Let V = Ni n U, a maximal connected unipotent subgroup of Ni. Since Ni is semsimple, any closed normal subgroup containing V is cocompact. Thus Step 2 completes the proof. COROLLARY 5.9. We may assume R-rank(G/rad G) > 0 and the maximal solvmanifold quotient of F \G is trivial.
Proof. Since 4 is affine for Po, we may assume G has a proper parabolic subgroup, which means GO/rad G is noncompact (i.e., R-rank(GO/ rad G) > 0). Therefore LEVI has a nontrivial connected unipotent subgroup, which the Proposition asserts we may assume is ergodic. Then LEV1 is ergodic, and hence F \G has no solvmanifold quotient. COROLLARY 5.10. We may assume that i f X is any connected subgroup of G which does not project to an Ad-precompact subgroup of G I rad G, then X is ergodic on F\G.
Proof. The Moore Ergodicity Theorem (4.27) (in conjunction with Proposition 5.8) asserts X is ergodic on the maximal semisimple quotient of F\G. Since F\G has no solvmanifold quotient (5.9), then the Mautner Phenomenon (4.28) implies X is ergodic on F\G.
We could easily reduce further to the case where R-rank(GO/rad G) = 1 (cf. [24, Section 4] ), but this is not necessary. LEMMA 5.11. We may assume that if g E AffG($) and 2 = e , then g = e.
ergodic zero-entropy translations can be reduced to the study of unipotent translations.
Assumptions. Assumption 4.14 and Notation 4.17 are in effect. (2) acts by multiplication on the right. For a R, let Ra SO(2) be the rotation through 27ra radians. Set Note F is a lattice in G, and we have G* E G, T* = S0(2), and Fv = < RiI4> # e . However, for any g e SLz(R) which is ergodic on SL2(Z)\ SL2(R), and for any irrational a, the translation by e X ( g X Ra) is ergodic (e.g., by the Brezin-Moore criterion (4.28) because the maximal solvmanifold quotient is S0(2).) . [4, pp. 575-5761 ). Passing to a covering group of G if necessary, we may assume Go is simply connected, and G = Go X ( g ) . Possibly replacing G by a subgroup of finite index (and g by some power) we may assume G* is connected. Replacing I' by a conjugate subgroup if necessary, we may assume F ( g ) is dense in G. Since Tv = e , we know ( g )~ is Zariski dense in T*, so we may choose T* to be a subgroup of ( g )*. Hence T* commutes with Adg.
Since Go is simply connected, we can identify Aut Go with Aut(5j') and hence view T* as a group of automorphisms of G. Since [T*, Adg] = e , we can form the semidirect product G X T* = Go X ((g) X T*). Of course, we have the embedding G + G X T*: x I+ x X e .
Define the map ip: G -> G X T*: x I+ x X (x-IT). Though ip is (usually) not a group homomorphism, its image is a subgroup of G X T*: since yXrv = y v because G/ker IT is abelian. Since ip is a homeomorphism onto its image, it follows that the image is closed. Note that p is affine for g via gip, because gT* = g implies gxr = g for all x e G. Since FIT = e , ip factors through to a map <p : T \G -> (F X e)\G<p which is affine for g . It is not difficult to verify that rad(Gip)(=(rad G)ip) is nilpotent. COROLLARY 6.5. Suppose g has zero entropy. Then, for some nonzero power gn of g , there is a finite-volume homogeneous space F1\G' of some Lie group G' whose radical is nilpotent, and a continuous map $: F'\Gf -+ r \ G which is afjine for some translation g ' e G' via gn. Furthermore, every fiber of $ is finite.
Proof. Let F' be a subgroup of finite index in F, with F'v = e (cf. 6.2). The natural map F'\G + I'\G has finite fibers, and Proposition 6.4
shows some power of g on I' '\G is isomorphic to a translation on a group whose radical is nilpotent.
The following lemma is well-known if G is algebraic, but seems to require a bit of additional work in the general case, especially if G/GO is infinite. LEMMA 6.6. Suppose F \G is locally faithful, g has zero entropy, and rad G is nilpotent. Then, for some nonzero power gn of g , there is a unipotent element u of G and some k e Go satisfying: gn = uk = k u , and Adk generates a precompact subgroup of GL(Q). Furthermore, ifT \ G is faithful, then k generates a precompact subgroup of G.
Proof. Replacing G by a subgroup of finite index if necessary, we may assume that either g e Go or G = Go X ( g ) . (We may also assume Go is simply connected.) Since rad G is nilpotent (so Go is locally algebraic), in either case it is easy to construct a real algebraic group Galg and a homomorphism a : G -+ Galg such that ker a is a discrete subgroup of Go. For any subgroup X of G, we write for the Zariski closure of Xa in Gdg. Because F r is finite we may replace F and G by subgroups of finite index to --assume F r = e , so that Galg can be constructed with G/GO unipotent.
Write ga = iik = ku, with ii algebraically unipotent and k semisimpie, in G. Since G/@ is unipotent, k e GÂ¡ Because Go is locally algebraic, I@: Goal < a. So, perhaps replacing g by a power gn, we may assume k Goo. Indeed we may assume the Zariski closure of ( k ) is con- Proof. By Lemma 6.6 we may write g = uk = ku and h = vl = lv where u and v are unipotent, while K = (k) c Go and L = (7) C Go are compact. We may assume K andL are connected. Any ergodic component of the action of ( g , k, 1) on F\G X K X L is isomorphic to the action of The projections G X K X L -+ K and G X K X L -+ L restrict to homomorphisms a : G X T -+ K and (3: G X T -+ L with ( g , t ) a = k and ( g , t)(3 = I and I" a = e = I"/3. Thus we may twist on both a and (3. For simplicity of notation let us assume $ is a map rather than a general joining. The resulting map is affine for u via v , so Theorem 2.1 asserts it is affine. Set t = e to conclude that is affine. This implies $ is twisted affine.
COROLLARY 6.8. Suppose g and h are weak-mixing invertible ergodic zero-entropy affine maps on faithful finite-volume homogeneous spaces of connected Lie groups G and H. If$ : I? \G -+ A\H is affine for g via h , then $ is an affine map (a.e.).
Proof. Proposition 4.22 implies rad G and rad H are nilpotent, so Theorem 6.7 applies. Since ( g , W ) is weak-mixing, also the finite cover ( g , F " G ) is weak-mixing, so there can be no twist. Thus $ is affine.
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